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62 Moor Park Drive, Craigieburn, Vic 3064

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House
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Contact Agent

Reliance Real Estate is thrilled to unveil a premier family residence at 62 MoorparkDrive, a symbol of elegance and

comfort in a tranquil neighborhood. This exceptionalproperty represents the quintessence of modern family living,

artfully blendingluxury with practicality.Enter this five-bedroom home (alternatively, four bedrooms with an additional

livingspace), where each room is intricately designed to provide a seamless combination of styleand functionality. The

home's layout is thoughtfully arranged to accommodate both privatemoments and social gatherings, ensuring a living

experience that is both harmonious andluxurious.Key Features:• Flexible Living Spaces: Configured as a five-bedroom

residence, it also offers theoption to be a four-bedroom home with an additional living area, perfectly adaptingto different

family requirements.• Cutting-Edge Amenities: Featuring six advanced split systems, the homeguarantees year-round

comfort, making it an epitome of modern living.• Ideal for Busy Families: This residence is perfect for families seeking

lowmaintenance living without sacrificing space or comfort.• Prime Location: Situated near the Highland Shopping

Centre, Craigieburn Central,public transport, schools, and childcare, the home offers unparalleled convenience.Discover

the charm of 62 Moorpark Drive, where elegant interiors and enchanting outdoorspaces blend to create a sanctuary for

those who value a blend of luxury, comfort, andpracticality.Exclusive Viewing and Contact Information:For inquiries or to

arrange an exclusive viewing, please contact Lovepreet Dhindsa at 0426829 800 or Jimmy Gill at 0421 212

582.Additional Information:For an up-to-date copy of the Due Diligence Checklist, please visit our website.Disclaimer:All

stated dimensions are approximate only. The information provided is for generalpurposes and does not constitute any

representation on the part of the vendor or agent.Images are for illustrative purposes only.


